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Details of Visit:

Author: Capt Peacock
Location 2: Stevenage
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 16 Mar 2009 6pm
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: For Long Duration Liaisons
Website: http://melissahoney.co.uk
Phone: 07532435893

The Premises:

I booked a hotel specially for this assignment as Melissa is unable to take in-calls. A well known
chain hotel close to A1(M); clean, comfortable and discreeet.

The Lady:

Melissa is quite delightful. Late twenties, around 5'5", long blonde hair & 36"B with a wonderful
smile. The pictures on her website are accurate even though she does not show her face fully.

The Story:

Mel arrived wearing a raincoat that was removed to reveal a short black strapless dress,
stockings/suspenders and high heels - stunning and just perfect.

Mel's family are Greek although she was born in France - as a result she has a marvellously sexy
accent. She is a well educated and sophisticated lady so conversation is easy and interesting with
lots of laughter. She is friendly and outgoing and a joy to be with.

But most of all, to be with Mel is to encounter an erotic tornado - she is extremely passionate and
enthusiastic. We spent a very intense 2 hours or so together - absolutely marvellous!

Mel's french kissing technique is wonderful. There was also lots of caressing and probing, oral
without, sex attempted in several positions and the most fantastic sweet and very responsive
reverse oral - enjoyed by us both.

Mel also expanded my horizons with spanking (both ways) and toe-ing.

I had a fantastic time and am already looking forward to our next meeting - very definitely FIVE
STARS
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